ABSTRACT Person re-identification (re-ID) is a challenging problem in the community which aims at identifying person in a surveillance video. Despite recent advance in the field of computer vision, person re-ID still presents great challenge since person's presence is various under different illumination, viewpoints, occlusion, and background clutter. In this paper, to exploit more discriminative information of person's appearance, we propose a novel pose invariant deep metric learning (PIDML) method under an improved triplet loss for person re-ID. Our approach contributes the misalignment problem and distance metric simultaneously, which are two key problems for person re-ID. Extensive experiments show that our proposed method could achieve favorable accuracy while compared with the state-of-the-art techniques on the challenging Market-1501, CUHK03, and VIPeR datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-ID) is an active task which targets to associate pedestrians from a large-scale gallery captured by various cameras. It has attracted lots of research interest because of its various applications including image retrieval, smart video surveillance analysis and robotics. Despite years of great efforts, it is till confronted with several open issues. The fundamental challenge is the drastic appearance changes caused by various viewpoints, resolution, poses as well as background noise and severe occlusions. Figure 1 shows the matched pairs of pedestrian images in dataset Market-1501 [45] and images in a column come from the same identity. Earlier works focus on either designing view invariant feature representations [7] , [15] , [26] , [29] , [38] , [42] , or learning an effective distance metric [3] , [23] , [27] , [28] , [35] , [40] , [41] . Recently, there has been an explosive growth of deep learning based methods in the field of computer vision, which show significant performance improvements for learning invariant features and building robust signature matching.
An important obstacle for reliable person re-ID is the misalignment of detected pedestrians due to various pedestrian poses or poorly detected bounding boxes. As a result, the unnecessary background noise and original information loss caused by severe misalignment will compromise the re-ID accuracy. There are some methods addressing the spatial misalignment problem by partitioning the bounding box into horizontal stripes [1] , [10] , [11] , [27] , however, those approaches only cope with the vertical misalignment problem rather than severe misalignment.
Recently, to resolve these issues, Zheng et al. [44] propose a novel feature descriptor named pose invariant embedding (PIE). The PIE combines the advantages of both original images and the PoseBox which make use of the original images to avoid the critical information loss and PoseBox to realize pedestrian alignment. Unfortunately, the classification method and metric method are so simple that a relatively large intra-class similarity is produced. To alleviate the impact of intra-class similarities, Cheng et al. [6] propose a novel triplet loss function which unites triplet labels as input. This improved triplet loss function considers intra-class similarity as well as inter-class discrepancies simultaneously, so that the approach makes great performance improvement. In this paper, we borrow the idea from Cheng et al. [6] and Ma et al. [26] to propose a new Pose Invariant Deep Metric Learning (PIDML) method under the improved triplet loss for person re-ID. Our experimental evaluations on three benchmarks consistently show the effectiveness of PIDML compared with existing algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
A re-ID system usually consists of two primary parts: a) feature extraction and b) metric learning. Previous works on person re-ID pay attention to either construct informative features, or seek for a discriminative distance expression. Traditional representative features are usually low-level handcrafted features, including color histograms [14] , [18] , [35] , color names [43] , Gabor features [18] , local binary patterns (LBP) [14] and scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [43] . These handcrafted features are expected to contain discriminative information as much as possible for different persons. In addition, attribute-based features such as hairstyle, gender or clothing type, which can be viewed as midlevel semantic attributes, are believed to be more robust to image translations compared to low-level descriptors. In [16] , Layne et al. annotate 15 attributes on the VIPeR dataset, 12 of which are appearance-based, and the remaining 3 are softbiometrics. Liu et al. [24] design a new Attribute-Restricted Latent Topic Model (ARLTM) aiming to encode object in a form which improves semantic restrictions onto the generation of human attributes. Recently, Li et al. [17] create a large-scale dataset with richly annotated pedestrian attributes include environmental and contextual factors.
In addition to robust features, discriminative metric learning has been widely applied for person re-ID. Zheng et al. [46] suggest a novel Probabilistic Relative Distance Comparison (PRDC) model in their work, which aims to optimize the relative distance comparison. Hirzer et al. [11] introduce a pairwise metric learning method to relax the original hard restrictions. Li et al. [20] develop the LocallyAdaptive Decision Functions (LADF) that is considered as a united model of a distance metric and a locally adapted thresholding rule for each pair of sample images. Prosser et al. [30] regard the person re-identification problem as a ranking problem, and a set of weak RankSVMs have been boosted. Li and Wang et al. [18] attempt to build a mutual feature space across different views. Currently the most popular metric method is Keep It Simple and Straightforward Metric Learning (KISSME) [14] which computes the difference between the intra-class and inter-class covariance metric. Furthermore, XQDA [21] learns a discriminant lowdimensional subspace using cross-view quadratic discriminant analysis.
Motivated by the development of deep learning and the increasing availability of datasets, many deep learning based approaches for re-ID emerge which show a promising power. Recently, there are a lot of works that use neural networks to directly extract features from the original data. For example, Liu et al. [25] propose a quality aware network that can automatically generate quality scores for image data. Later, Xu et al. [36] explore high quality local patterns and present a novel model for video-based person re-ID. In [37] , a recurrent feature aggregation network is proposed, which jointly takes the feature fusion and spatio-temporal appearance model into account and makes full use of the temporal sequence information for multi-shot person re-ID. For better generalization capability of the learned embedding, the pairwise similarity constraint is extended to triplet or quadruplet [4] , [10] . Although these methods are able to learn task-specific features, since feature extraction and similarity measurement are independent, the performance of the whole system is often sub-optimal compared with the end-to-end Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based framework that can be globally optimized via back-propagation. Ahmed et al. [1] assign similarity scores to pairs of images of human bodies via a cross-input neighborhood difference method. Yi et al. [39] partition input images into three overlapping horizontal parts respectively, and construct a siamese CNN to learn the similarity. Later, Wu et al. [34] increase the depth of network by using an architecture with smaller convolution filters to get robust features. Varior et al. [31] , [32] improve Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) to process image regions sequentially and increase the discriminative capability of local feature representation.
III. POSE INVARIANT DEEP LEARNING
In this part, we depict the details of our method. We introduce the improved triplet loss function first, and then elaborate the network architecture of the proposed Pose Invariant Deep Metric (PIDML) Learning method.
A. THE IMPROVED TRIPLET LOSS FUNCTION
Triplet loss function is widely used across metric learning, and a large number of subsequent metric methods evolved from the original triplet loss function. By definition, a triplet loss function needs three images as input, i.e. triplet. Unlike contrastive loss, an input triplet contains a positive samples pair and a negative samples pair. Therefore, these three images are named as a (anchor), p (positive) and n (negative), denoted as {a, p, n}. The positive samples pair are formed by a and p, meanwhile a and n compose an oppositely negative samples pair. The triplet is formulated as follows,
where ω 1 is a predefined threshold forced between positive and negative pairs, φ w (..) is a feature extraction function and d(..) is a distance function. As we can see, this triplet loss function could shorten the distance between a pair of positive samples, increase distance between the negative ones in the meantime, and make the instances from same identities cluster in the learned feature space to achieve purpose of re-ID. Cheng et al. [6] indicate that the original triplet loss function only considers the relative distance between two groups of positive and negative samples, rather than the absolute distance between positive samples pairs, so that there would be a cluster with a relatively large distance where the instances labeled to the same identities. From the formula, the constraint is weak and easy to be satisfied, as long as the distances d(φ w (a), φ w (n)) and d(φ w (a), φ w (p)) are multiplied by a proper value when the pre-set margin changes.
This may lead to the unexpected large variance for the intra class instances and eventually degrade the re-ID performance.
In order to address this challenge mentioned above, Cheng et al. [6] propose to add a new margin threshold ω 2 , which the distances of the pair (φ w (a), φ w (p)) should be less than, to further enhance the constraint of the same identity. The improved triplet loss is thus formulated as,
Therefore, the overall objective of the improved triplet is given by,
where N is the quantity of training examples of triplet, and α is the parameter to balance the inter-class and intra-class constraints.
B. PIDML
Inspired by the work in [44] , a novel Pose Invariant Deep Metric Learning (PIDML) method is designed under the improved triplet loss function. As illustrated in Figure 2 , VOLUME 6, 2018
the overall network architecture is under a triplet framework, where the images related to the same probe construct the positive pairs and the images of the different instances constitute the negative pairs. We extract pedestrian features by using the pre-trained ImageNet models and the convolutional layers share the same parameters between every triplet, i.e. weights and biases. As for every input instance, it is composed of three disentangled branches: original image, PoseBox and pose estimation confidence scores, where the third input is a 16 dimensional vector with every element scaled between 0 and 1. The fully connected (FC) layer which connects the three branches of framework is denoted as pose invariant embedding (PIE). By default, we initialize the parameters with pre-trained ImageNet models, except the kernels' number of the final FC layer, which is same as the quantity of identities that we used while training. Finally, we employ the improved triplet loss function to improve the representative probabilities of similarity and dissimilarity of the descriptors.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASET
In this paper, we use three popular person re-ID benchmark datasets named VIPeR [8] 
B. SETUP
Before training the model, we organize triplets as follows, for each batch of 100 instances, we randomly pick 5 pedestrians and then generate 20 triplets for each identity during every iteration. As for every triplet, the matched pair comes from the same but random person, while the mismatched one also randomly belongs to another different person.
As mentioned above, in Eq.3 the term ω 1 aims to increase the inter-class differences to distinguish. And another term ω 2 is to further reduce the intra-class variations. Here, we adopt the first margin thresholds as the main constraint to control the balance between two constraints in our loss. And a relatively weaker auxiliary restriction is conducted within another smaller margin ω 2 . Hence, in our method, ω 1 is set to be smaller than ω 2 .
Our experiments directly adopt the off-the-shelf Convolutional Pose Machines (CPM) trained on the MPII human pose dataset [2] . The input image size is 384 × 192. We execute 35 epochs while training. As for learning rate, we dynamically change it to speed up training as well as improve generalization performance. Our experiments run under the Caffe framework [12] with Tesla K80 GPU. For Market-1501, when ResNet-50 is used, it takes 9-10 hours for the training process.
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To reveal how PIDML contributes to the performance improvement, we perform the following four variants of PIDML, and compare them with numerous representative methods. Table 1 , 2 and 3 on the three datasets respectively. In each table, 6 to 8 state-ofthe-art methods are included, where the results on the relevant datasets are shown as published in their paper.
On Market-1501, our method outperforms alternatives as shown in Table 1 . Particularly, we achieve rank-1 accuracy 83.55% with the learned TI module. On CUHK03, results are presented in Table 2 . Our models are also superior compared with several classical techniques such as [32] . We notice that the improved triplet loss function effectively improves the performance for both three branches network and single branch network. In addition, the proposed PIDML method shows its promising power for the person re-ID accuracy. The results indicate the learned metric and the network structure are both crucial for deep learning on re-ID.
On VIPeR, we employ the pre-trained model on Market-1501, and the evaluation results are displayed in Table 3 . Euclidean distance is used for matching, and our method reaches fair results. However, we note that our method yields inferior results compared with [5] at rank = 5, 10, 20, and under the condition reported above, the following conclusions could be drawn. First, current datasets are limited in scale, which may lead to the model overfitting. Second, the domain gap between different person re-ID datasets obviously exists. Because of the domain gap, such as different lighting conditions, image resolutions, human appearances, backgrounds, etc., severe performance drop is common while training and testing on different datasets. The learned model trained on the large-scale samples thus cannot be effectively utilized in the new testing domain. To address these problems, efficient methods are needed for data augmentation and the elimination of the domain gap. Inspired by the success of generative adversarial network (GAN) in Image-to-Image Translation, we will embed GAN in the future work which may be helpful.
D. ABLATION STUDY
We conduct an ablation study for investigating on different roles of PIDML on Market-1501. Particularly, we design the following variants of PIDML and compare their performance.
• TI: The three-stream network under the proposed architecture which is mentioned in section IVC.
• -Img: The same model as TI except that its inputs are comprised by only the PoseBox and pose estimation confidence scores. • -PoseBox: The same model as TI with the inputs of the original image and pose estimation confidence scores.
• -Conf: The same model as TI whose inputs are the original image and PoseBox.
• Baseline1: The same model as TI, which is a single stream network mentioned in section IVC, and whose input is the original image.
• Baseline2: The same model as baseline1 with the input of the PoseBox. Through the ablation study on Market-1501, we further evaluate the effectiveness of following different elements of TI. Besides, we compare the proposed method with two baselines, i.e. either the original image or the PoseBox serves as a single input of the framework while training. The CMC curves are drawn in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , we observe that our method can achieve a fairly strong baseline, i.e. baseline 1. On Market-1501, we achieve 73.04% in rank-1 accuracy using ResNet-50. On the other hand, baseline 2 is inferior, which is 10% lower than baseline 1 in rank-1 accuracy. This performance drop may be caused by pedestrian misalignment and original information loss. Hence, a more accurate approach for pose estimation is worth to try to further improve the performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new Pose Invariant Deep Metric Learning method under the improved triplet loss is constructed which has achieved pleasing performance improvements on three datasets. Inspired by the success of generative adversarial network (GAN) in image-to-image translation, we will embed GAN in the future work to address the challenges of domain gap. 
